Prime Sponsors, however, delivered only a fraction of CETA-funded Services; the remainder were delivered by contractors, some locally based Community groups, some affiliated with national organizations (e.g., Urban League, Opportunities Industrialization Centers), many of which had been in existence since the emergence of federally funded employment programs in the late 1950s.  These community-based organizations (CBOs) were, and still are, an important part of the political constituency for federal employment and training.  Their interests were expected to be represented in any new programs.  In addition to these state and local constituencies, DOL also maintained working relations with a number of other federal agencies through a variety of congres-sionally mandated, cooperatively administered programs.  Congress expected all these working relations, plus the newly mandated cooperative arrangements with local educational Systems, to be carried over into the administration of youth employment programs.
These expectations were stated in explicit statutory language.  The governors were given their own set-aside of 5 percent of total YEDPA funding for exemplary projects and coordinating activities at the state level. The secretary of labor was charged with implementing "cooperative arrangements with educational agencies," including "secondary schools, postsecondary educational institutions, and technical and trade schools." There was a directive to "give special consideration" to community-based organizations, such äs "Opportunities Industrialization Centers, the National Urban League, SER-Jobs for Progress, Community Action Agencies, union-related organizations, employer-related non-profit organizations, and other similar organizations."
There were instructions to "consult, äs appropriate, with the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Weifare [later Health and Human Services], the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, the Secretary of Agriculture/ the Director of the ACTION Agency, and the Director of the Community Services Administration." The rationale for these instructions was partly political—assuring that key constituencies would be included—and partly administrative--assuring that DOL would orchestrate the efforts of diverse federal agencies.  In the words of Senate aide Richard Johnson, "The idea was that someone needed to pull together the pieces around a common theme of youth employment."
YEDPA, then, embodied a special convergence of congressional interests.  It authorized bold new programs, but only for one year and only äs part of the general CETA authority for demonstration projects. It gave DOL a broad Charge to "find out what works" and substantial discretionary resources to do it, but tempered that grant with a 1-year authorization, limited guidance about what to focus on, and a reminder that it was delivering Services at the same time it was running research and demonstration projects.  It reminded DOL of its responsibilities for maintaining good relations with federal, state, and local constituencies in the process of mounting new programs.  It clearly signaled that the Congress expected increased attention to in-school youths and to the connection between employment and training programs and local educational Systems.

